
Event Title: Finding Your Voice in Graphic Narratives and Poetry Comics 
Number: F172 
Date/Time: 12:10pm - 1:25pm on Friday March 10, 2023 
Location: Rooms 431-432, Summit Building, Seattle Convention Center, Level 4 
 
Event Description: In creative writing, voice often refers to the sound and feeling of words 
created by some combination of diction, syntax, punctuation, and pacing. But what does it mean 
to find your voice when the language includes both words and images? What might it mean to 
develop a visual language? How do choices of materials, colors, imagery, and letter-style 
communicate voice and tone? The panelists have honed their visual voices and will share 
inspiring examples and practical techniques. 
 
Event Category: Multiple Literary Genres Craft 
 
Event Participants: 
 
Tom Hart is the author/artist of the NY Times #1 bestselling graphic memoir, Rosalie Lightning, and 
the Executive Director of The Sequential Artists Workshop, an organization and school for comics and 
graphic novels in Gainesville, Florida which also offers extensive online courses. 
 
Sharon De La Cruz is a storyteller, educator, and activist from NYC. Her research and practice are 
rooted at the intersection of STEM pedagogy, art, and social justice. Publisher's Weekly described her 
debut graphic novel as “a potent graphic memoir about the forming of one woman’s queer identity…" 
 
Nick Francis Potter is a writer, cartoonist, and educator. He is the author of two books, Big Gorgeous 
Jazz Machine and New Animals. He serves as the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the School of 
Visual Studies at the University of Missouri, where he teaches a range of hybrid writing courses. 
 
Mira Jacob is the author and illustrator of Good Talk: A Memoir in Conversations. Her critically 
acclaimed novel, The Sleepwalker’s Guide to Dancing, was a Barnes & Noble Discover New Writers 
pick, and shortlisted for India’s Tata First Literature Award. 
 
Opening Remarks and Housekeeping Announcements:  
 
The moderator will begin by welcoming attendees and describing the purpose of the panel. Each 
of the 5 panelists, including the moderator, will take turns introducing themselves and sharing 
examples of their own comics via powerpoint, with a focus on strategies for expressing and 
developing voice. They will present for 6-8 minutes each. The moderator will then open up 
discussion with a list of questions prepared in advance for about 15 minutes. The session will 
end with a 15-minute audience Q&A. 
 
 
Participant Initial Remarks: 
 
Tom Hart, moderator: I will talk about the myriads of directions people come into graphic 
literature. Many of our panelist have a facility in other creative practices. Notably, many are 



writers. Some come from novel writing and long form storytelling, others come from poetry. I 
found my own voice through more traditional methods. Through tracing comic strips from the 
newspaper at a young age, from studying techniques of black and white cartooning, 
humorous cartooning, satire, the details of drawing for print, etc. We'll be discussing their first 
interest in incorporating graphics into their work, some of the antecedents, as well as some of the 
struggles of confidence and commitment that can come in switching, or even creating a new 
form. We'll be asking questions about each artist's lineage, who they looked up to or back to, 
when they were beginning to find their voice in the form. We'll be discussing collage, 
photography, painting and street art as much as we'll be talking about "traditional graphic 
novels."  
 
Sharon Lee De La Cruz: My single-panel “selfies” are humorous comics in which the cartoon 
version of myself is expressing emotion in response to a person, place, or thing. I often use 
humor as a coping mechanism to process past traumatic experiences and navigate day-to-day 
life. Using a single-panel selfie can both help the artist reach the reader on an emotional level 
and help the artist clarify their voice and feelings because of the brevity—it’s like the flash 
nonfiction version of comics. By placing the cartoon self in the middle of the everyday morass of 
media, memes, and lightning-fast allusions, an artist can give their audience a pause and path to 
arrive at an insight, that whether directly or indirectly, affects us all.  
 
Nick Francis Potter: When I first began making comics, I would draw pages and pages of 
empty grids, and become paralyzed by the array of empty panels. All the while, my kids were 
copying me, drawing their own comics grids, but filling them without reservation. They’d often 
describe to me what was occurring in each panel, but even then the images were difficult to 
decipher. Yet, aesthetically, there was some-thing pleasing about the reoccurring patterns and 
colors, the overall composition of the page, as well as the motion from panel to panel. I began, 
essentially, trying to copy the kinds of lines my children were drawing. Meanwhile, my longtime 
appreciation for comics began to dovetail with a growing fascination with abstract 
expressionism. 
 
Mira Jacob: Characters’ voices come in part through dialogue, and visuals change what needs 
to be said in dialogue. This one was the hardest learning curve for me, coming from writing 
fiction. It is nearly impossible to imagine exactly how your dialogue will work with the rest of 
your page until you see the illustration and the text together. What verbal cues will be made 
redundant by what the reader picks up visually? How do the words work on the page? How do 
the dialogue bubbles cut across the layout? What kind of visual tempo is being established, and 
does it jibe with the conversation you are hearing in your head? Leaving time and forgiveness for 
this part of the process has been essential to me.  
 
Moderator Questions  
 

1. Many of you have backgrounds as writers. When and how did you first become interested 
in incorporating graphics into your work? What were some of the struggles of confidence 
and commitment that can come in switching, or even creating a new form?  
 



2. Who is part of your artistic lineage, artists you looked up to or back to when you were 
beginning to find your voice in the form?  

 
3. Speaking of finding your voice, what does it mean to find your voice when you use both 

words and images, and how have you honed yours? Do you have certain materials, 
colors, imagery, and lettering styles that are part of your visual voice or language?  

 
4. It is often mysterious how materials and media transform into published work. Can you 

talk technically about your process from sketches to publication? Did you work digitally? 
Did you scan your drawings? Etc. 
 

5. You all have such distinct styles and strong visual voices. What are some practical 
suggestions you would offer to audience members interested in exploring graphic 
mediums and developing their voice? Things that helped you on your journey? 
 

 
The panelists are contributors to the forthcoming Rose Metal Press Field Guide to Graphic 
Literature. After the panel, we encourage audience members to visit us at the Rose Metal Press 
table 1328 from 1:35 to 2:30, where you can chat with contributors, see an advanced copy, and 
place preorders.  
 


